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The media plays an important role in helping us to educate the public about the benefits cycling can
bring to individuals and the community as a whole. It can inspire and encourage people to begin and
continue cycling regularly in a safe, legal and considerate manner. Media stories are important to
highlight the positive experiences of those who cycle and to expose the many barriers they face,
including poor infrastructure and cycle facilities.

Why do we need a media engagement policy?

Campaigning for more, better and safer cycling can often involve controversial topics. Ideas from any
group proposing reallocation of road space and the spending of public funds on improving
infrastructure involve hard political choices, and current UK law does not always protect more
vulnerable road users. Decision-makers have to weigh up competing demands from a variety of
stakeholders, including pedestrians, cyclists, horse-riders, drivers, developers, businesses,
community groups, conservationists and landowners.

Sometimes, it can be tempting for media outlets to exaggerate the potential conflict between groups
with differing opinions in order to quickly increase public engagement and stir up debate. We are
firmly opposed to this style of journalism and seek to encourage media partners to thoroughly
investigate the complex issues involved and promote intelligent, evidence-based discussions over
easy sensationalism.

What would we like to see from the media?

● Stories that promote a positive vision for the future of the Greater Cambridge region and
highlight solutions to current issues including climate change, inequality, congestion and
public health.

● Investigative stories that look at the context behind occurrences such as collisions or disputes
and ask probing questions of the way our transport and wider systems currently operate and
the way they benefit or disadvantage different groups of people.

● Cycling stories of individuals and businesses, particularly those that highlight new and
less-used ways of utilising pedal power including cycle logistics, different types of adapted
cycle for those with mobility issues, ways to cycle with children and options for employers to
encourage cycling amongst their workforces. Cambridge is the UK’s cycling capital and, as
such, should be inspiring other communities around the country with examples of the benefits
cycling can bring.

● Stories which promote and report on local cycling events and activities, encouraging a wide
range of people to get involved.
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Camcycle principles of media engagement

When engaging with the media, we will adopt the following principles, in line with the values of our
organisation:

INCLUSIVE

1. Wherever possible, statements to the media are agreed and approved by the Board of
Trustees. All members are invited to share their stories with the media on our behalf
through our regular columns and media appearances.
As a democractically-run organisation working to the principles of internal consensus, it is
important that we agree together on media statements, particularly in regard to issues that
may be contentious. This means we often cannot give an immediate comment, but prefer a
deadline for a response to give us time to call or write back with our views. We encourage
members to contribute to stories and regular features, such as monthly columns in local print
media.

2. Comments on broadcast and print media are supported by our own published posts on our
website and social media channels.
To be clear about our vision, position and views it is important to build our own channels for
publicity and promotion which are open to all for viewing and comment. Press releases are
published in full on our website and may be highlighted on our social media channels. In order
to deter selective quoting, our publication will sometimes be done in advance of the likely
date of publication by the media concerned, where we feel this will not breach trust. Where
relevant and appropriate, we will share stories about cycling from the traditional media on our
social media channels.

INFORMED

3. We will ensure our statements are based on facts that we are able to substantiate.
We strongly support evidence-based investigative journalism and we hold ourselves to the
same standards when sharing our views.

4. We will keep ourselves updated on local issues and cycling news from the UK and around
the world so that we are knowledgeable about the context of our comments.
We will work to supply local journalists with news and comments on local issues involving
cycling and to share insights in a variety of ways, including through our own magazine.

INFLUENTIAL

5. We will work to develop high levels of trust between ourselves and the media.
We expect objectivity, fact-checking and appropriate balance from the journalists we work
with. In return, we strive to meet media deadlines, provide relevant evidence and imagery and
to build strong, professional relationships with those working in the media.

6. We will seek comments from local decision-makers and stakeholders on cycling issues.
Wherever possible, we will include comments from other people and groups in our press
releases and news stories as we work to build consensus for a region where everyone benefits
from cycling. These will include quotes from local politicians and other decision-makers,
businesses, community groups and the general public.
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POSITIVE

7. We will encourage the media to run positive campaigns and innovative stories on issues
that we are working on.
We seek to work with and promote media outlets that publish uplifting visions for the future
alongside objective reporting on current issues. The Times newspaper’s ‘Cities Safe For
Cycling’ series (2012-13) is a model of good practice in this regard.

PRACTICAL

8. We will use the media to share considered and realistic solutions to cycling issues.
We want to avoid both traditional and digital media becoming places to complain about
cycling issues or provoke conflict. Instead, we seek to provide inspiring ideas and practical
solutions to promote intelligent, evidenced-based discussions about the future.

9. Where possible, we will work with student and internship journalists to educate them
about cycling issues.
Subject to time and resource constraints, we are keen to help those learning their craft in the
media by providing useful learning support around the often complex issues involving cycling.
This help is provided with no expectation of biased reporting, but to share the wide range of
sources of our combined cycling expertise.

PROFESSIONAL

10. As an organisation working in the public interest, it is our obligation to defend our
reputation when statements or material from Camcycle is misquoted or misused.
We continually monitor press coverage of Camcycle and expect corrections to be made where
necessary. Where there is deliberate and continued distortion of our views, we may need to
refer the relevant journalist or media outlet to the Press Complaints Commission.
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